
Varying Activities – STEP 
 

The progressions outlined in the Skill Development Model are 

relevant to players of all ages and stages of development. In 

order to maximise the effectiveness of training sessions for any 

player group, a combination of drills and games should be used. 

For example, young players who are only in the process of 

learning the underlying techniques of the game should be given 

the opportunity to play fun games and modifed games. Similarly 

older or developed players should continue to revert to simpler 

drills to focus on technique, and use fun games to vary warm-ups 

and more rigid training sessions.  
 

The over-riding principal is that players are set achievable but 

challenging tasks in order that they remain interested, excited 

and motivated to play. 

The STEP Method 

The STEP method is a simple way to vary an exercise, drill, activity 
or game. 

This is how it works:   

Space Changing the amount of space available may 
reduce or increase the difficulty. More space 
means less pressure, but more running! Use zones, 
or restricted areas, to prevent all the players 
chasing the ball (beehive play) or to encourage 
width or to aid the defensive or attacking players. 

Task Change the task that the players are required to 
perform, e.g. choosing a more difficult technique 
to perform, or increasing the pace from a walk to 
a jog, or changing the target from a fixed to a 
moving target, or varying the playing or scoring 
rules for all or selected players. 

Equipment Change the equipment used, e.g. from using a big 
ball to a smaller ball, or from using a wall to a 
partner, or a bat to a hurley. Note: Small balls 
are easier to throw but harder to catch, whereas 
big balls are easier to catch and harder to throw. 
Similarly longer implements or implements with 
smaller heads are harder to use than shorter 
implements with larger heads. 

Players Introduce opposition, firstly in token form, before 
progressing gradually to full opposition (where the 
possession is contested in a game like manner). 
Change the number of players to give an advantage 
to the attacking or defending players. 



 

 


